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Good sprout inhibition is needed to preserve potatoes longer and prevent quality loss. Many factors play a role in proper treatment with the available sprout 
inhibitors. The layout of the storage shed, the ventilation system, the variety, the condition of the potatoes.  With our spraying equipment, we offer suitable 
solutions (techniques) that allow you to keep control. Together, we ensure that you can easily administer sprout inhibitors yourself, at a time that suits you 
without loss of quality. 

TAKE CONTROL OF POTATO STORAGE YOURSELF

POWERFOGGER P60
The fully automated fogging programme (plug&play) ensures that you can start treatment at a time that 
is convenient for you time that suits you, you are no longer dependent on third parties and after the 
programme it switches off automatically. 

DETACHABLE NOZZLE
The Powerfogger P60 is now also available with removable spray head 
(can also be placed on stand) and with extended hose. This makes the unit 
even easier to position outside the area to be treated.

20 l/h 60 l > 500 - 150030 m Option: detachable nozzle



SYNOFOG
The Synofog is specially designed for fogging germ inhibitors. Due to the innovative design of the heating chamber and liquid injection, the energy used is efficiently 
converted to fogging capacity.

POWERLIMIT
If you are faced with a shortage of power, the Powerlimit allows you to set a maximum power consumption of the Synofog. 
This reduces the current and makes it possible to treat in warehouses with a small power supply. 
This provides more flexibility and makes the Synofog suitable for a larger number of storage spaces.

IMPELLER HEAD
Significant improvements for the Synofog; a backplate with integrated impeller head.
  
Some advantages:
  No more changing nozzles
  Better conversion from agent to fog
  Pressureless, so greatly reduced pump wear

SPROUT INHIBITION EFFICIENT, SAFE AND RELIABLE FOGGING

1 μm10 – 30 l/h > 1000



       

SPROUT INHIBITION

POTATOFOGGER
Suitable for small growers
The Potatofogger is ideally suited for fogging sprout inhibitors. The 
guaranteed droplet size of less than 10 microns ensures that every surface 
in the potato storage is treated evenly. The robust design of the spray head, 
with its chemically resistant hose and stainless steel components, ensures a 
trouble-free and reliable system. 

+/- 2 l/h Mobile

HALOFOG P9
Suitable for contract workers
The proven Halofog technology now also in potato storage.
A manual system that can be used both inside and outside the potato storage. 
An expandable (number of nozzles) as long as the compressed air capacity is 
sufficient, resulting in a high misting capacity per hour. While maintaining a 
small droplet size for good results. The spray heads are fitted as standard with 
a protection bracket over the head.

15+ m20-200 l/h< 300 < 2000

LEGEND

Capacity

Tank sizeAir throw

PowerDroplet size

Mobility

*Depending on the options on your fogger, your product may differ from the images shown.
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HOW OUR FOGGING EQUIPMENT CAN SUPPORT YOU?
Contact us. We are happy to think along with you!


